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In its Preamble, the Model Rules of Professional Conduct ("Model Rules") emphasize that, as both public citizens and members of a "learned profession," lawyers are entrusted with an ethical responsibility to devote their training and civic influence to ensuring "equal access to our system of justice for all those who because of economic or social barriers cannot afford or secure adequate legal counsel." Beyond the more obvious concern of providing indigent adults with legal representation on a pro bono basis, studies and case law across the country reveal an equally urgent public need that remains tragically unaddressed: consistent, zealous representation of minor children by qualified attorneys in abuse and neglect proceedings. The quiet crisis of violence and mistreatment, cycling through shielded home environments into which policymakers are reluctant to intrude, is exacerbated by the legal profession's failure to provide effective services to the majority of America's four million children reported abused and neglected each year. Attorneys representing children are often underpaid, overworked, minimally supervised, and poorly trained to address the variety of developmental, psychological and other service-related needs exhibited by victims of abuse and neglect.

There is reason for optimism, however, as our legal system transforms its current view of children as property of their parents to rights-based citizens increasingly empowered to assert their own unique expectations and needs. Pivotal Supreme Court cases, namely Prince v. Massachusetts and In Re Gault, have established a foundational basis for children as citizens within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment, with rights and interests legally entitled to consideration in matters concerning their wellbeing. More specifically, the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act ("CAPTA"), which provides federal funding to states that improve the availability of legal services to abuse and neglect victims, requires states to mandate the appointment of guardians ad litem (GALs) in every case resulting in a judicial proceeding. Although CAPTA guidelines have been adopted in whole or in part by each state since their federal ratification in 1974, lackluster enforcement of GAL appointment mandates and inadequate GAL training in the complex area of juvenile law continue to expose numerous victims to the threat of ongoing harm.

State bar associations and ethics committees should, instead of attempting to reinvent the wheel with costly legislative mandates, consider how modeling professional codes more rigorously after CAPTA's treatment objectives can increase the effectiveness of state legislation already in place. Furthermore, because the Model Rules and their state counterparts do not enforce pro bono responsibilities through disciplinary processes, depending instead on attorneys' sense of social responsibility, emphasizing the legal profession's ethical responsibility to protect the rights of abused and neglected children has the additional important potential to increase the overall sense of commitment to public service among bar members.

Part I of this Comment provides a brief synopsis of the nature and severity of child abuse and neglect in America...
today. Part II details the nature of the pertinent CAPTA GAL mandates and their uneven, disorganized implementation among the majority of states. Part III asserts that state bar associations, through interpretation of professional ethics rules in light of competency and pro bono ideals modeled on CAPTA’s explicit vindication of children as rights-holders, can improve the consistency and effectiveness of statutory objectives via an ethical avenue. Specifically, increased pressure among state bar associations and ethics committees to, firstly, increase lawyer participation in the GAL process on a pro bono basis under Model Rule 6.1 and, secondly, read into state adaptations of Model Rules 1.1, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.14 client-empowering “best interest” standards on behalf of minors, would provide child victims with increased options among competent advocates.

I. Voiceless Victims and the National Abuse Crisis

Statistics reveal a nation engulfed by egregious cases of child abuse and neglect. [FN16] In 2004, approximately three million referrals involving approximately 5.5 million individual child victims were made to social service agencies. [FN17] More than one-quarter of investigations were determined over the course of judicial proceedings to be victims of abuse and neglect. [FN18] This number may be conservative because professionals, parents, and children themselves are often reluctant to report incidents. [FN19] While data thus remain limited as to the numbers of unreported abuse and neglect cases, statistics indicate child sexual abuse may be underreported by as much as eighty percent. [FN20]

Beyond raw numbers, the fact that “[m]ore than 60 percent of child victims were neglected by their parents or other caregivers” demonstrates the insidious and tragic nature of children’s vulnerability. [FN21] In spite of increased recognition of minors’ rights, the Supreme Court has not, since Meyer, [FN22] questioned the validity of parents’ substantive due process right to direct their children’s care, custody and control. Because parents have a constitutionally protected interest in their children's upbringing, minors are especially vulnerable to abuse and neglect at the hands of the adults with whom they live and upon whom they depend for physical and emotional sustenance. [FN23] While the law rightfully acknowledges parental rights and autonomy, the legal profession should be especially vigilant against child exploitation in a system that denies minors rights granted to adults. [FN24]

In addition to numerical figures, studies illuminate the epidemic’s age and race based dimension. [FN25] The youngest children, under the age of three, consistently exhibit the highest rates of suffering. [FN26] More than half of child abuse victims are under the age of twelve. [FN27]

Ethnic minorities also exhibit higher reported rates of abuse and neglect, with a ratio of 19.9 for every 1,000 African-American children verses 10.7 for every 1,000 white children. [FN28] While this Comment does not attempt to explain the discrepancy’s causes—certainly multifaceted—a major practical effect is that African-Americans and other minority children, already generally living at lower socioeconomic levels than whites, are faced with even greater obstacles in terms of obtaining experienced legal advocates. [FN29]

One of the most disturbing forms of abuse is known as Battered Child's Syndrome. It consists of a “set of symptoms” [FN30] in children including soft-tissue injuries, poor hygiene and malnutrition, and fractures of varying ages. [FN31] Dr. C. Henry Kempe’s 1962 article, the first to document the syndrome, dramatically increased the public’s awareness of the severity of the child abuse crisis, ultimately leading to the promulgation of CAPTA in 1974. [FN32]

Despite widespread reception to the research of Kempe and others, attorneys and social workers today continue to have difficulty identifying victims with no physical abuse or neglect symptoms. Children who are emotionally abused or neglected, for example, may exhibit signs that remain unnoticed by teachers and other authority figures in positions to observe and report harm. [FN33] Further psychological damage arises from a lack of “stimulation, affection, and encouragement,” [FN34] as well as deprivation of physical exercise and playing. [FN35] Studies reveal long-term effects of such mistreatment stunt children's mental and physical growth, and often result in lifelong emotional dis-
orders. [FN36] Child abuse and neglect is an ongoing, nationwide crisis that demands resolution through legislation and increased attorney activism.

II. CAPTA and the Problem of Implementation

While states' incorporations of CAPTA guidelines continue to demand significant organizational and substantive improvement [FN37]—and studies of CAPTA itself reveal the need for promulgating more demanding GAL training standards [FN38]—members of the legal community are well positioned to help protect children's rights through aspiring to and enforcing more rigorous, specific interpretations of vital ethical duties to minor clients. Pro bono work will improve the effectiveness of legislation by increasing competent attorney involvement in abuse and neglect cases. By approaching the issue of child abuse and neglect from an ethical angle, attorneys are in a special position [FN39] to increase the effectiveness of legislation already in place by offering free legal services on a pro bono basis, [FN40] and increasing awareness among members of the bar and public of the dire need for more complete social and legal training on the part of court-appointed GALs.

A major CAPTA criticism arising in recent years involves its policy regarding GAL appointments. [FN41] Initially, CAPTA required the appointment of an attorney to represent children in abuse and neglect proceedings, but revisions have clarified that a guardian ad litem does not have to be a professional lawyer. [FN42] States' uneven implementation of the flawed, albeit potentially useful, federal guidelines have contributed to insufficient protection of vulnerable child victims. [FN43] For example, Minnesota requires only that GALs "have an interest in children; communication skills sufficient to conduct interviews, prepare reports, and make oral presentations; and knowledge and appreciation of the ethnic, cultural, and socio-economic backgrounds of the served population." [FN44] In an area of law demanding multi-faceted expertise in a range of legal, psychological, and sociological subjects, the bare-bones qualifications of states like Minnesota typify systematic inadequacies that demand greater attention from bar associations and ethics committees. [FN45] Educational background is not a qualifying element. [FN46] The picture is not entirely bleak; New York, for instance, has taken the unusual step of going farther than CAPTA's mandates, requiring children be represented by actual members of the bar in child protection and termination of parental rights proceedings. [FN47] Beyond legal qualifications, however, crucial training in the fields of social services and child psychology remains vastly unaddressed in GAL programs: Minnesota, for example, requires a mere forty-hour program. [FN48] Minnesota, nonetheless, calls for greater qualifications than many states: only twenty-two other jurisdictions require child representatives to complete training of any sort before making recommendations in court. [FN49]

Beyond inadequate training, low pay combines with overwhelming workloads and emotional stress to ensure that the majority of child abuse and neglect victims are denied competent and consistent legal representation. [FN50] In Florida, for example, social service conditions attest to the dire need for improved child advocacy. [FN51] Of the 30,065 minors found to suffer from "substantiated maltreatment" in 1998, actual proceedings were undertaken for only 14,980 children, [FN52] oftentimes resulting in placement with individuals who have previously been accused of abuse or neglect. [FN53] Members of the bar have largely proved themselves unwilling to devote the extra time to serve these children in a pro bono capacity. [FN54] leaving the responsibility to non-attorneys who are often poorly trained to understand the nature of their clients' needs and true best interests. [FN55] Child abuse and neglect often involve complex cycles of psychological trauma within families—cycles frequently aggravated by substance abuse, unemployment, and racial tensions. [FN56] It is crucial for representatives to understand the cycle of violence and neglect, behavioral symptoms exhibited by alleged victims and abusers, and the availability of integrated treatment plans drawing on psychological, medical, and work-related solutions. [FN57] Equally important is the need for dramatically increased attorney participation in the GAL process, particularly for child clients—a majority of whom are endowed with no financial resources of their own—suffering at the hands of parents or guardians. [FN58]

The tremendous legal powers that GALs wield—arguably more than even the judges presiding over their cases—heighten the dangerous repercussions of the minimal GAL training mandated by CAPTA and the majority of its state models. [FN59] First, GALs have complete access to the minor and information related to his or her claims.
[FN60] Second, the GAL’s responsibility is to investigate abuse and neglect claims as well as to decide whom to interview, what evidence to present and stress to judges, treatment plans for children and family members, and, most significantly, what recommendations to make respecting temporary or permanent placements outside the home. [FN61] Unlike the traditional attorney-client model upon which the Model Rules are based, [FN62] GALs have legal authority to decide what course of action is in their clients’ best interests. [FN63] Premised on the notion that minors lack the capacity to make decisions in their own best interests, current GAL models fail, at least facially, to take into account children’s varying ages, maturity levels, and unique home environments. [FN64] The broad powers GALs possess reveal the need for sufficient guidance for representatives in determining the proper courses of action in litigation that may potentially affect a child’s entire future. [FN65] GALs are not obligated to consider client objections or communications or even consult with minors before taking action. [FN66]

III. Vindicating the Voiceless

In an effort to provide greater legal protection to escalating numbers of abuse and neglect victims, CAPTA has profoundly affected states’ regulation of child abuse and neglect in the family law context. [FN67] In spite of its numerous flaws, CAPTA’s vital importance influence on state child abuse and neglect statutes has, in the past thirty years, played a crucial role in promoting the legislative objectives of consistent and meaningful representation of child victims. [FN68] That said, attorneys can and should, without waiting for the trickle-down effect of GAL reforms that could take years, ask themselves what their state bar associations and ethics committees can presently do to utilize CAPTA’s merits through the medium of professional ethics. Beyond the goodwill of attorneys, increased pressure among state bar associations and ethics committees could dramatically impact the lives of this client base that represents the most vulnerable members of society. The pressure should aim to first, increase lawyer participation in the GAL process on a pro bono basis, [FN69] and, second, read into state adaptations of Model Rules 1.1, [FN70] 1.4, 1.6, [FN71] and 1.14 [FN72] client-empowering “best interest” standards on behalf of minors.

By drawing upon CAPTA’s call for increased legal advocacy on the behalf of children, state ethics committees could explicitly infuse Model Rule 6.1 with specific mandates to serve minor clients. Before making blanket recommendations to judges in matters concerning a client’s welfare, attorneys should implement reforms by applying CAPTA’s child-serving goals to their state bars’ applications of Model Rule 6.1. CAPTA offers grant money to states specifically for improving “the intake, assessment, screening, and investigation of reports of abuse and neglect,” [FN74] and “creating and improving the use of multidisciplinary teams and inter-*365 agency protocols to enhance investigations.” [FN75] Model Rule 6.1 focuses primarily on indigent clients and civil liberties causes. [FN76]

While scholars have already argued the Model Rules should be revised to provide greater directional clarity to attorneys representing children, [FN77] CAPTA’s GAL requirements painfully illustrate the legal community’s need to acknowledge child clients’ unique levels of maturity and communicative ability. [FN78] The merits of such reform in the pro bono arena are at least threefold in nature. First, an ethics-based approach offers a more immediate solution to the inadequate levels of available child representation among bar members. [FN79] Second, by taking a more assertive, ethics-based approach to this severe social issue, attorneys can establish greater bar activism in the public interest field and apply stronger professional and public pressure on attorneys to donate time as GALs in the process. Although states may be long in improving training standards for GALs, and even if CAPTA itself never requires bar certification in the GAL context, increased numbers of attorney volunteers would contribute to the overall effectiveness of GAL advocacy in the child court context. Lastly, by infusing the Model Rules with more concrete guidelines in the pro bono arena, attorneys would spotlight the focus on public interest activity in general—a progressive and meaningful step in a world of big firm cultures and conspicuous consumption lifestyles. [FN80]

In addition to interpreting Model Rule 6.1 in light of CAPTA’s urgent calls for increased representation in the area of child abuse and neglect, attorneys should read into state adaptations of Model Rules 1.1, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.14 more stringent, client-empowering “best interest” standards on behalf of minors. With respect to Model Rule 1.1, CAPTA’s relevant sections seek to improve the “skills, qualifications, and availability of individuals providing services to children and families including improvements in the recruitment and retention of caseworkers.” [FN81] Comments to

Model Rule 1.1 state that attorneys can acquire competence through “reasonable preparation.” [FN82] and, further, that competent representation is determined “in part by what is at stake.” [FN83] By reading “reasonable preparation” *366 [FN84] mandates in conjunction with the axiomatic concept that a child’s future welfare is among the most important matters “at stake” [FN85] in litigation, attorneys can effectively interpret CAPTA’s demand for improved qualifications for child representatives as an ethical requirement for significant improvements in GAL training.

Although training may discourage participation to a certain extent, increased focus among bar associations and ethics committees on pro bono representation in abuse and neglect cases would reinforce extensive attorney involvement in child representation through “peer and public opinion.” [FN86] As more attorneys supplant non-attorneys in the GAL context, and those attorneys, in turn, read into the meaning of Model Rule 1.1 CAPTA’s explicit calls for improved research in the juvenile abuse and neglect field, surely the overall level of child advocacy in America will qualitatively improve.

In addition to Model Rule 1.1, bar associations should read Model Rule 1.4 in light of CAPTA’s objective to improve “case management, including ongoing case monitoring, and delivery of services and treatment provided to children and their families.” [FN87] CAPTA’s language could infuse the ethical mandate for “adequacy of communication” [FN88] with specific requirements to improve discourse between victims, their families, and counseling organizations. By specifying communicative objectives in the context of minor clients, attorneys could promote more meaningful exchanges between children, parents, and social service agencies. In the complex area of child abuse and neglect—an area involving numerous psychological issues on the parts of both client and abuser-informed client decisions cannot truly be made without improved inter-agency dialogue. Bar associations could effectively improve interagency coordination and better educate themselves and their clients by applying CAPTA mandates more rigorously and specifically to Model Rule 1.4 interpretation.

Beyond Model Rule 1.4, state bar associations should interpret Model Rule 1.6 in the child advocacy context in light of CAPTA’s requirement to balance “strategies to promote collaboration with the families” [FN89] with “training regarding the legal duties of such individuals.” [FN90] Model Rule 1.6 is especially crucial in the context of child abuse and neglect, as victims may be reluctant to fully disclose the nature or extent of harm inflicted *367 upon them if they believe that attorneys will not maintain confidentiality. [FN91] Attorneys should balance CAPTA’s collaborative mandates and more stringent ethical confidentiality duties by interpreting Model Rule 1.6 as a tool to facilitate greater disclosure and trust on the part of child clients. By assuring child clients that their statements will remain confidential, attorneys contribute to deeper levels of trust and openness. Increased openness will ensure more effective protection of children’s rights with respect to sensitive and psychologically overwhelming subject matters that youths are often reluctant to disclose. Moreover, because a major obstacle to effective child representation involves inconsistency in stable attorney-based services [FN92], an inconsistency that stunts development in a time of strong attorney-client ties—a more stringent reading of Model Rule 1.6 would promote consistency in representation by increasing attorney awareness of the special duties of privacy owed to child clients (as opposed to mere child appointments).

Finally, bar associations should interpret Model Rule 1.14 in the specific context of “supporting and enhancing collaboration among public health agencies, the child protection system, and private community-based programs to provide child abuse and neglect prevention and treatment services (including linkages with education systems) and to address the health needs of children identified as abused or neglected.” [FN93] Greater interagency cooperation ensures that children’s varied needs are adequately addressed in legal proceedings. Commentary to Model Rule 1.14 explicitly emphasizes “children as young as five or six years of age, and certainly those of ten or twelve, are regarded as having opinions that are entitled to weight in legal proceedings concerning their custody.” [FN94] By reading CAPTA’s prioritization of service-related coordination in light of Model Rule 1.14’s vindication of children’s capacity and right to assert their views during representation, attorneys can elevate this ethical rule’s overall degree of clarity and concreteness. By working more closely with community programs, attorneys, guardians, and children improve their respective abilities to make considered decisions about the child’s best interests.

IV. Conclusion: The Ethical Avenue

Scholars have rightly stressed that, because children represent a significant portion of the population, “[t]he importance of the development of *368 children’s law is more than academic.” [FN95] Altering the way we serve children as GALs can serve as “a mechanism for significant individual and collective empowerment if we broaden our conception of the autonomous, capable client.” [FN96]

Common sense and experience informs all competent attorneys that individual children’s ages, intellectual capacities, and emotional levels [FN97] of maturity should be considered in according particular weight to any expressed or implied needs or expectations on the minor’s part. [FN98] Interpreting the Model Rules in light of CAPTA’s meritorious aspects—those sections that call, at least ideally, for increased service of minor clients, adequate levels of GAL training, and meaningful consideration of a client’s best interests (implicitly impossible without attempting to discern every child’s unique character, motivations, and circumstances) [FN99]—will lead to significant improvements in the availability and overall quality of legal advocacy in the abuse and neglect context. If members of the bar take the initiative to improve the quality of children’s advocacy from an ethical standpoint, they can establish a progressive, activist tone in the legal arena that utilizes the merits of current legislation as it improves upon its shortcomings. Furthermore, an ethics-based approach, which calls for attorneys to contribute more of their own time and resources toward child advocacy programs, relies on altruistic and professional standards, [FN100] not scarce public funds. Although increased bar association pressure for attorney involvement in pro bono child abuse and neglect cases cannot ensure that every lawyer will devote more time and energy to minor clients, it is a vital way in which the legal profession can improve the plight of child victims in America today. While this Comment does not specifically address the ongoing debate of the respective strengths and weaknesses of client autonomy versus lawyer autonomy models for children’s representation, [FN101] it does assert that America’s youth urgently need bar members to *369 consider, beyond vague pro bono intentions, the concrete ways in which more specific interpretations of the mandates of Model Rules 6.1, 1.1, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.14 can increase CAPTA’s effectiveness and facilitate more rapid legislative reform.

We all were children once. Imagine the power of adults to shatter our sense of happiness and security through physical violence, psychological invective, or simple neglect. Beyond legislative mandates, attorneys should self-regulate as members of professional bar associations, [FN102] applying our ample educational and monetary resources toward advocating on behalf of these young victims.
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